
Bomb Vessel Building Log

Since this is my first log here – a little tour. When, very seldom, my shop is clean, 
here is the bench, for heavy stuff, and desk.

The fan on the left circulates air through my office, where the Heat and AC is, out 
through a vent at the upper right (not visible).

I cleaned the desk this year since I was not sure what it was made of.

Illustration 1: Bench

Illustration 2: Desk



Tucked over in the corner are two of my assistants working on some dead-eyes.

OK Enough of this frivolity. Time to get to work.

This  log starts with opening the package of plans and goes from there. Air mail 
and very fast shipping – Kudos’s to Kip!

First I checked my copier for distortion. You should also check this if you are 
using a copy service. There are two pages that have to match together (Pages 26 and 27) 
and they should be used for the test. Using a strong light match up the notches on both 
pages of the original. You will see they match. Now copy yours and recheck. You may 
notice a difference along the long way on the copies. If not you have an excellent copier 
and should continue. If they don't match you need to find a better copier.

Then I made two copies of each page and punched file binder holes in the 
original. ( I am fortunate to have a Brother multipurpose scanner / printer with a 
document feed and 11 x 17 capacity.) The original goes into a binder and on the shelf. 
( This is the Murphy's law copy). The second copy is kept intact to serve as assembly 
templates and the third is for the estimates and cutting up into patterns as required. 

Note-(You will run into many of these notes – they have nothing to do with the 
actual build but are ideas for your consideration.) If you are very careful you may get by  
with one copy for both patterns and template. If you cut your patterns carefully and do 
not destroy any of the edges in the copy, then it will probably not distort when you place 

Illustration 3: Little People Drilling Dead-eyes



it down to use as a template.

Since I buy my wood  from a wholesaler, not finished, and mill my own wood, my 
first task is to get a good estimate of both the compass and straight wood needed. I use  a 
'parallel rule' (Below) to estimate rough maximum dimensions of each piece. I try and 
hold the need to mill specific thicknesses to a minimum. I will make a stock list from 
this effort so I can get stock ready before I start. These are entered into a spreadsheet so 
that I can get a ROUGH total of each dimension needed.

Illustration 4: Parrallel Rule



I use the 'cutting' copy and uniquely identify each different major piece  This 
gives gross footage of wood necessary. Since some of the parts can be 'nestled' together 
when I lay them out, this estimate results in a good surplus. I measure and round up to 
nearest 1/8” since this is rough stock estimate and final sanding may be needed.

Note- If you do not mill your own, you may want to check out Loews and Home 
Depot. Both have “Hobby” wood in various thicknesses and species. 

The next step is to rough cut the gross stock. Before you do that go through your 
stock from previous builds and inventory what you have already.

You may want to cut out one or two sets of  futtock patterns and lay them out to 
see which stock is better. I have some 2  1/16” and some 7/8” stock. Even though some 
of the futtocks would fit on the edge of the 7/8” stock better utilization was achieved by 
using the 2 1/16” stock since I could nest parts together.

Like magic the stock is all cut and stored (yeah!). I am going to build all the 
frames first and then do the jig since that will save space. There have been many 
illustrations of frames being built so I will not bore you.

Illustration 5: Closeup of estimater



Each frame requires chocks and there are two ways to get them. Cutting each as 
required ( Like TFFM) or preparing some long stock and then cross cutting individual 
ones. I prepared long pieces.  These can be ripped on a saw, plane the pieces to the 
correct angle or make a jig and use your thickness sander. 

Cut a piece of wood the length of the table on your thickness sander. About an 
inch and a half wide. Cut or plane a taper in the long edge equal to the taper angle you 
are looking for. In this case approximately 18 degrees. Cut the stock you want to use for 
chocks about 1 inch wide. Clamp the tapered piece to the sander table and lay your long 
chock stock on it. Run it thru the sander and you will have the first angle. Reverse the 
wood and run it through again. After a few passes the chock stock will be done. You will 
probably need a fence of scrap stock to make it easier.

Then glue the cutout patterns to the stock using rubber cement or double sided 
tape. Double sided tape cleans up easier but rubber cement holds better and gives you a 
little repositioning time.

Illustration 6: Setup Illustration 7: Chock Stock Sanded



If you are going to mill them then it is easier to make the rear cut perpendicular to 
the base of the chock. This will slant it a bit and mean the chocks are cut at a keystone-
like shape before fitting. With chocks milled as shown above the chock can very easily 
be trimmed for fitting. They need to be eased in from the side.

Next is cutting all the pieces, sanding them to rough outlines and gluing up the 
frames. I usually just leave a small pile of used postage stamps and the little people take 
care of the details. [ WWII US Navy and RAF Pilots know what I am talking about.]

You end up with a pile of frames, ready to clean-up and place in the jig.

Illustration 8: First Frame futtocks glued to 
stock.



Drum roll please!  The first two in place.

 More at a later date.


